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inside homes

1 STANDINGGUARD A qiant

Iwire rhinoceros sculpture

greets visitors as they steP from

the lift into the fourth-f loor

apartment. But even he is

dwarfed by this four-metre

hardwood pivot front door. The

striking paintings beyond the

door are from Ihe Dreamtime

serles by Sidney Nolan.

Tip: Place items that reflect Your

style at the entry to give guests

a taste of what's to come.
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The living area is

anchored by a vintage lranian gelim rug from Halcyon

Lake in Melbourne. These gelims have been handwoven

by the same trjbe for more than three generations and

are considered to be works of art in their own right.

Tip: Use an industrial glass-topped table to allow the

beauty of a striking rug to be admired in all its glory.

Art isn't just for the walls, as this little
vignette shows. The copper'Jack' and brass'Form' bowls

are from the Eclectic by Tom Dixon range at Safari Living.

Tip: When decorating with vibrant accessories, keep

the furniture pieces understated so they don't clash.

The late 2oth-century building was

originally used as a furniture storage facility. "Renovating

on the fourth floor of a heritage-listed building was extremely

challenging," says architect Graham Burrows. "Access was

limited to the rear fire escape and small passenger lift."

He designed and inserted two'pods', contained rooms witni'n

rooms - one for the bedrooms and bathrooms; the other for
practical areas, such as the kitchen and laundry. To amplify

this sense of volume, the pods steer clear of the white brick

walls and sit short of the towering ceiling so the presence

of the original warehouse is palpable.

Tlp: An industrial took is ideal for mixing old with new - here,

the exposed beams complement the lines of the kitchen,
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An inviting variety ofseating options

sets the tone in the sitting room. The custom-made sofas

are by Jardan while the two oriqinal mid-century chairs

were found in Melbour-ne A vintage Iranian gelim rug f rom

Halcyon Lake adds another layer of comfort. The Foscarini

'Gregg' hanging lights lrom Space Furniture takO advantaqe

of the room's proportions dralving attention to the ceiling.

Tip: ln a large open space, create an intimate zone with
a furniture setting - use your sofas to form a boundary.

A timeless black-and-white palette

and the geometric mix of round and square tiles creates

a simpleyet graphic batnroom, which is located in one of

the'pods'. The structural elements of the warehouse are

still evident in the ceiling and generous windows.

Tip: When deallng with varied textures, keep to simple

tones. You can't go wrong with classic combinations.

The windowsills of the

building's high-set windows in the study were lowerei
to upen up the southern vista. The antique refectory

table and bench seats are offset by a quirky 194Os mate

mannequin, which was found by Vicki and Gilles in southern

France and is a nod to Gilles'menswear business. Stealing

the show, though, is the'Snake'bookshelf by Andrzej Loca

of Studio Loza that zigzags across the wall.

Tip: Use your books as decorative elements in their own

right and allow them to take centre stage in living spaces.
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NHIGH-RISEGREENERYJ-\-/t A late addition to the plans,

this indoor deck connects the home

to the outside all year round. Chairs

strewn with cushions from The

Family Love Tree and a throw from

Mark Tuckey, teamed with the

Miniscapes terrarium from Modern

Times form the a calming zone. [O

For more on Jackson Clements

Bu rrows, visit jcba.com.au.

Tip: Add indoor plants for an

everyday touch of greenery.


